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HBS wins „Best of Industry“ 2016 award
„Pegasar 500 accu“ and „Visar 650“ once again been recognised for their innovative design.
HBS demonstrated through the innovative products „Visar 650“ and „Pegasar 500 accu“ not
only its technical know-how but also its design excellence. These products are two
absolute world firsts in the field of stud welding and won already the Red Dot Award in 2015.
Now they were once again been recognised for their innovative design: they won the „Best
of Industry“ 2016 award.	
  
	
  
Products, solutions, materials, processes: As part of a celebratory gala, MM
Maschinenmarkt, the specialist trade portal, recognised the top of the line on 18 February
2016 at Würzburg’s Vogel Convention Center. This new, prestigious “Best of Industry” award
only considered companies that had already had or won with a product or solution on the
industry award shortlist. Almost 200 guests from German industry followed the presentation
of the awards for industry excellence.
“This ‘Best of Industry’ award is an award for the company as a whole. It doesn’t matter who
receives the certificates and trophies afterwards: Whether it’s the development engineers,
communication experts, sales staff or even the CEO - every company represented here has
brought together product and market perspective,” highlights Hans-Jürgen Kuntze, Publisher
“MM Maschinenmarkt”.
In a complex selection process, a total of 34 nominees were chosen in ten categories from
the beginning of 2014 to the middle of 2015. A jury consisting of MM editors and industry
specialists selected the winners in each category together with many readers of “MM
Maschinenmarkt”. Almost 10,000 votes were cast in the online ballot.
You can find detailed technical informations on these absolute firsts in the field of stud
welding as well as high-quality product films on the specially created landing pages at:
www.pegasar500accu.de and www.visar650.de
	
  
	
  
If you have any queries or would like to receive press material please do not hesitate to contact us:
Claudia Summerauer, phone: +49 8131/5983-31, claudia.summerauer@proxenos.de
Text & pictures: Reprinting free of charge, send sample copy requests to: Proxenos GmbH, 
c/o Ms. Claudia Summerauer
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